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Extent: two boxes

Joan Hassall (1906 – 1988). English wood engraver and illustrator

Box 1 (Album)

Original studies/drawings/pen & ink washes,
Engravings
Programmes
Christmas cards
Illustrations
A few items of correspondence with Sydney Cockerell to whom a large number of the above items are dedicated.

Box 2

(Folder 1)

Documentation re purchase and manuscript re Brett Young’s Portrait of a Village
Misc. ephemera
Correspondence with John Johnson.

(Folder 2)

Items extracted from Joan Hassall’s album for exhibition
Announcement for a talk by Joan Hassall to Oxford University Society of Bibliophiles
Exhibition cards and notes
Small bundle of engravings by ‘...one John Adam working in Edinburgh in the 70s.’
Christmas card designed with the Opies: The Twelve Days of Christmas
Small book dedicated to William Maxwell + loose title-page for same
The Times Book Club Catalogue – Christmas 1948
The Beauchamp Bookshop Spring Catalogue 1947

(Folder 3)

Bundle of dated descriptions of works (exhibition captions?)
Booklet: Printing Types & Ornaments
Opera and the Gourmet Calendar 1963: British Transport Hotels
Bundle of small descriptive cards about Joan Hassall’s and other people’s work
Bundle of small booklets
The Wood Engravings of Joan Hassall, introduced by Ruari McLean

(Folder 4)
Three mounted pieces
One book jacket
Joan Hassall’s obituary in *The Times*
Orders of service for Joan Hassall’s funeral and her Memorial Service.